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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GOLIB.TV Announces the official release of its’ new streaming service
SAN DIEGO, CA – GOLIB.TV announced today the worldwide release of its’ hosted online
streaming service that streams the newest premium movies, audio-books, and music titles.
Based upon our knowledge GOLIB.TV is currently the only service that offer the newest premium
movie releases for library consumption. GOLIBT.TV is also among the first to offer an annual
fixed-subscription model for movie streaming of premium movie titles. The official launch date for
the GOLIB.TV streaming service is January 1, 2017.
Consumers have been asking for a streaming service with more flexible choices, and we’ve
responded by introducing GOLIB.TV which addresses the need of small, mid-size, and large
libraries. Throughout our company we have strived to give our customers the best possible
experience.
For large libraries with up to a million or more patrons and where it is generally not feasible to
adopt a Pay-Per-Use model for movies streaming, we offer a fixed annual subscription service for
movie streaming.
For small to mid-sized libraries that may need an offering that will prevent them from over-running
their budget, we offer a Pay-Per-Use (PPU) option for premium movie streaming that provide for
a minimum cost to adopt with a pay-as-you-go model.
For further flexibility the GOLIB.TV service provides for the option for customers to choose to
adopt either our movies, audio-books, or music service or all three.
GOLIB.TV is currently in works on a web API which will open up the inner working of our
streaming service for easy integration with third-party systems.
Whether it is streaming movies, audio-books or music, customers want a service that is highquality, flexible, and that provide apps to serve their desktop and mobile device patrons. For the
first time large libraries can adopt a premium movies service on an annual subscription basis with
no risk of over-running their budgets. Also for the first time libraries can adopt a streaming
service that provides for streaming of the newest movie releases.
ABOUT GOLIB.TV
GOLIB.TV is a service that allows library patrons to stream movies, audio books, music and more
—including new releases— from a cloud-based virtual library that we host and support for our
customers. If a movie is out on DVD, chances are you can watch it today on GOLIB.TV.
GOLIB.TV’s mission is to organize your library's information and make it universally accessible
and useful.GOLIB.TV is headquartered in San Diego, CA. For more information see www.golib.tv
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